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The Seminary and “real world” praxis

People see “different universes”
“normal world”

“ivory Tower”

The “real world” is where the 
seminary “is not”The “real world” is the presence of 

God in the midst of the physical world”

Transfiguration

“Let’s build a seminary” (the 
shelters)

“Glory of God” shown in the child 
foaming at the mouth

The “real world”

The mountaintop and the valley

“Real World Praxis"

70% are bi-vocational/2nd career

Say “been out there” The well is shallow, need to deepen

Seminary is “carpenters and architects”

The dream and the “practical”

Seminary is not a “trade school”

Need to be able to imagine possibilities

Dr. Alistair Brown (Northern)

“Miscellaneous” is the nuts and bolts

Loving People (personal skills)

Get alongside people (be part of the folks)

More then the pulpit!

Can’t teach it in seminary

not being a person stresses people out!

Spiritual awareness See where folks are in their faith

Go to where folks are, don’t lose 
them in your own “intelligence”

People Skils

Thinking Skills

Common Sense Treat people like PEOPLE

Patience
People don’t work on time tables of 
our road maps

Emotional Intelligence Be aware you have an impact ON 
people, and their actions aren’t 
what they first appear to be

Do you understand yourself?
Sleep

Staying up with worry has a deep 
impact on our spirit.

Life Skills

Marriage Health

Sexual awareness Can derail ministry in a moment

comes not from greed but 
from moments where the life 
of ministry destroys self-
worth, relationships, and 
hope.

Financial Discipline

Owe too much money

debt ends ministry

Health Discipline

Good Health habits!

Two courses

Strategic incompetence
“I don’t know”

When to go to bed Lack of sleep is not a spiritual discipline

Identifying Leaders for seminary education

“Draft”

Discovery people with the desired 
traits for Christian Ministry

Works with call of God

God Calls, Church recognizes How?

Look at John Wesley Created a conference which got ministers 
together, and on same page

4 Marks fo Leadership

Do they know God personally?

Do they have gifts to do work?

Do they have graces (tough 
enough) to do the work?

Is there any fruit?

Two issues
Stay on 
Course

Get people to move that way 
without coersion

People should be brought into 
theological direction who have the 
four marks

Meaning of “world Christian”Rwanda Student told genocide story

Know now to do it ever again Church contributed to genocide
Missionaries became agents of 
colonization, and ignored 
indigenous cultures - creating 
environment of hostility 

Christianity epicenter has shifted to 
areas where missionaries had 
created the hostility of genocide Moved “global south”

70% of Christians in southern 
hemisphere by 2025

Shifting culture

How does this impact theological education?

Still structured on the world where epicenter 
of Christianity was in Europe!

Doesn’t work in the world of Southern 
Hemisphere Christianity!

A different voice than Northern Christianity!

Ask different questions!

Must be aware of the new voice!

“Contextual theology” is not less

must “de-colonize” theology

No center Many missionary “senders”


